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Abstract 
Hacı Bayram Veli (1348-1430) is one of the most important figure in the process of Islamization of Anatolia lasted for 

three cencturies. He and his caliphs had crucial contribution on personal spiritual development and moral life as well as social 
contact in critical time of the days. His basic sufi philosophy and practices had helped the mostly nomadic Turkoman 
comminity to live in settled. By acting these deep social and religious new development he helped people to realize the real 
essence of their human being value with his simple way and act. It is striking that Hacı Bayram Veli didn’t leave any written 
work during the political and fiscal not stable atmosphere. Even being as a professor he dindn’t use academic vehicles,  instead 
of this way he realised his thought through his real life activities in the society. Because when we look at his four poems it can 
be seen easy that he mentioned in profound and deep mystic subjects in a fairly simple style. His expression of human, the 
world and God in the poems sheds light to be aware of one’s own self.  So despite the limited poems it is understood that he 
was not back of Ibn Arabi, Rumi and Yunus Emre in terms of the depth of mystical thought. He presented intense sufistic topics 
such as Vahdet-i vücud, love, dissolve, survival and heart by comparison with theme of the world. With the help of this 
comparitive method the truth which he tried to explain people in difficult time of the day helped them to see their inner value 
and build their identity. In this study we will try to point out the realties which he had mainfested practically for people’s 
reaching their sefl identitiy in the light of his poems.  
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Introduction 
Hacı Bayram Veli (1348-1430) is one of the most important figure in the process of 

Islamization of Anatolia lasted for three centuries. Like previous sufis he and his caliphs had crucial 
contribution on personal spiritual and moral life of people in those years. His spiritual and humanistic 
approach to people in very also important for social life because of the caotic atmosphere of the time. 
So people of the day were living in uncertainty both personally, spiritually and socially. In his poetry 
he tells the clear meaning and solutions of the intrinsic and extrinsic problem of people. He did his 
way of teaching by his own personalizing. As a spiritual role model he proved the correct style of 
understanding and acting of personal and social life. 

Hacı Bayram Veli says that real happiness and salvation is related to personality construction 
mostly, not socializing. We know that person is more important because of having a spiritual breath of 
God. But mass of people doesn’t have this special spirit. Social psychologists admit that man’s 
personality is noneffective in dense mass.1 Nowadays we can realize this general idea with lots of 
samples seen most part of the world. In the same way people around Hacı Bayram Veli were in a 
personal, social, political and fiscal ambiguity. In that cycle his teaching helps people to find real 
personality. Because he thinks that a person could only achieve his/her individual and spiritiual 
onenesswith the help of knowledge on Allah. In contrast to the restricted approaches to personality 
Hacı Bayram Veli puts fort a wholistic personality identification and construction. Actually his 
teaching, method and practices are not new, because we see similar ideas and applications in sufism. 
For example his basic element to construct ideal personality “nonexistence” is essential. When a 
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person feels and actualizes nonexistence in his/her ego, he/she can find ideal individuality in the 
transfiguration of Absolute Presence. So a person can develop all of his/her intellectual, spiritual and 
actual capacities into upper personality. This sufistic self-evolution can be seen partly in psychology. 
In this study we try to reveal Hacı Bayram Veli’s concept of matured/real personality in in the context 
of moders psychological understanding and results. 

Ego, Ideal Personality and Struggle Between Them 
His poem “ Ilahi Taksim/Divine Division” Hacı Bayram Veli states that Allah created 

human’s hearth between two worlds; one is visible world, other is spiritual world (Ilahi Taksim:1). 
Dual structure of hearth affects personality too. Because heath is not only aphysically crucial organ or 
emotional center but also it is a center of intution, inspiration spiritual wisdom (Kaval, 2016). In Quran 
we read this feature of it in a lot of verses. We know that heart is the king of the body.2 All of the 
humanistic feelings, beliefs and actions are directed under commander of heart. So the structure and 
orientation of it affect all part of the body (Buhari, Iman: 39). In the light of these knowledge we can 
say that notions of personality is shaped in heart. But a person can develop his/her individuality 
based on visible world. Visible world is is the source of the ego metarials which are charming. 
Generally personality is described as an individual perception, sense and attitudes of a person about 
himself (Marshall, 1989: 44-51). And values of personality cannot be break away society because a 
person learn himself/herself in a society that has a role like a mirror. So personality has also a social 
standpoint a person has (Erinç,1974: 31).  Even social psychology asserts that pressure of environemt 
in personality is a very affective. 
Hacı Bayram Veli draws attention on bad affcets of society and stereotypes by saying “I visited an old 
heart and I saw it being constructed.” (Ilahi Taksim: 2). We comprehend in thiscouplet real or ideal 
personality can be developed by leaving past acceptance of society formed without any individual 
filtering. After this awareness a person starts build a new and individual personality. Hacı Bayram 
Veli defines this rebuildingwith this couplet: “Disciples are cnapping stones and presents it his 
master”. Namely new disciples who try to transform his ego to ideal personality admit that he has 
strict and formless ego should be refined. With the help ofold and experienced master’s symbol, heart 
which is the motivator transformation reach new form (Bursevî: 11) 

Hacı Bayram Veli implies master’s importance for reaching ideal personality. A person has 
evolved a personalit ehich is mostly egoistic and shaped by soviety. But under the spiritual master 
control a person can realised haelty personality andf behaviour. Hacı Bayram Veli restates this sufictic 
training in the couplet. 

In those couplets it is seen that egoistic passions are obstacle to form heart better and reach a 
transpersonal wisdom.3 Like modern psychological theories Hacı Bayram Veli repeates the concept of 
“surpass oneself”. Yet we know that a person can surpass himself/herself by clearing heart and 
consciousness from bad and egoistic desires. In Quran Allah states that “Whoever save 
himself/herself from passion of ego, they will be survivor.” (Teğabün: 16).  One of the main aim of 
sufism is to strugle against to nefs/ego. Because it is dirty side of personality and tries to dominate 
heart. If this bad side of a personality controls over heart, a person can not surpass but be an egoist. In 
modern psychology we see a concept havin the same meaning, it is “psychological egoism”. It means 
that a person always seek his/her own good only in the direction of his/her beliefs (Taylor, 1975: 35).   
In contrast to it we see another concept “ethical egoism”. It means that a person sholud maximize 
himself/herself morally in a long range of interests (Brandt,1972: 681-697). Although there are some 
arguments quantities of these concepts,4 basic meaning of them are similar to dual inclinations of 
heart. As we stated before one part of it is ordinary and is was improved by generally society (Hay, 
Bryne and Butler, 2000: 161-174).  But it is quite rough idea of personality like symbolized rock by 
Hacı Bayram Veli. Altunay defines it real/substantial personality. But it is not enough because people 
can reach ideal personality. People have capacities to achieve it. Other than this people ought to 
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overlap these two personalities (Altunay, Öz, 2006: 131, 46-59). What exactly Hacı Bayram Veli says is 
that; “I was made between soil and stone” (Ilahi Taksim: 4).  
Balance betwen egoistic and spiritual wisdom in heart is essential for pyschological and religious life. 
Egoistic desires are changeable for everyone because everbody’s beliefs and benefits are different 
because of shaping personality different society. And person and society have an interaction to build 
ego (Hay, Bryne and Butler, 2000: 161-174). Consequently personality and wanted happines are not 
general for everyone. Maybe, because of that reason we witness a wide range of thought and actions 
to get happiness. Like happiness, benefits are changeable too. Because human-being can catch 
happiness doing a large wariety of practices (Lenski, 1978). Additionally some people cannot find 
their profits to be happy. For their happiness in all society there are some minimal humanistic laws to 
make everbody happy. As a result we can say that people can not find what makes them happy, 
because they don’t recognize their personality. However a person always blames something other 
outside of himself/herself. Jung says that people think that all the problems are to be solved by policy 
and society. According to him it is not exact solution because main problem is dispersed personality 
(Jung, 1999: 62). But people don’t criticize themself. Like all sufi Hacı Bayram knows that nefs/ego 
blames other not itself ever. Because of its deny people cannot find the real causes of problem and 
waste time. Because of that case Hacı Bayram Veli advice them to develep their ideal personality 
under the guide of a talented and experienced master. 

Derek thinks that people’ profits are related to their interests and will (Derek, 1984: 87). 
Unfortunately we are not sure about how people chose and determine their will and profits. Similar to 
social pyschologist Dewey thinks that people don’t behave logicaly and intitively but in routine 
(Dewey, 1992: 118). Namely people behave according to their habits. So close environment is 
important to build habits. Jung says that people have a false perception about their personality; they 
suppose that egoistic personality (we see similar concept before in the name of  “pyschologic or 
substanital personality”) is their only personality. Unfortunately it is not their personality exactly.5 
Because of superficial and extrinsic evaluations people cannot use their inner spiritual realities put 
into heart. Human-being is a social creature and he cannot live without society. Yet man shouldn’t 
limit himself with social environment. On the contrary people should diminish devastating affect of 
society in their personality. Otherwise human-being cannot discover his ideal personality,  spiritual 
and moral individualty (Jung, 1999: 27-35). If a person doesn’t notice his/her unique personality and 
develop their spiritual freedom, society doesn’t help him/her to find ideal personality. So, both a 
person and society cannot develop and reach happines (Jung, 1999: 51). As a result Jung asserts that 
human-being sholud criticize his personality carefully and endevaour to understand himself. Religion 
is the only source which a person can use in his personality discovery occupation (Jung, 1999: 51). 
Consequently like Hacı Bayram Veli, Jung advice that people should head intrinsic and metaphysic 
world. Because he thinks that seen world is full of things and people can’t stand its physical and moral 
provacatices (Jung, 1999: 36). Also Hacı Bayram Veli mentions on bad desires of ego. He says that 
struggle against it is very difficult. Because he likens the hard process an arrow be stuck in breast 
(Ilahi Taksim:7). So we understand that achieving ideal personality needs to pass difficult examination 
succesfully. Even a person should sacrifice his/her ego in front of the God. Hacı Bayram symbolizes 
this general sufistic notion a scene in bazaar. In the bazaar disciples hearts are sold, and the buyer is 
God (Ilahi Taksim: 8). Because heart is the center of the spiritual wisdom and God looks it only. In 
order to reach ideal personality disciples have to romove egoistic passions to make their hearts worth 
to buy. In this process they should remember and articulate God. For name of God is the main vehicle 
to ideal personality. And in Quran it is stated that  “Heart can only be satisfied with remembering and 

                                                           
5 Today, we see many concetps of personality. Becuase concet of personality can be changeable according to develeopment, 
evaluation, stable, hierarchic and organizational ways. (Bong, M. and Clark, R. E.; "Comparision between Self-Cooncept and 
Self-Effîcacy in Academic Motivation Research", Educational Psychologist, 1999, 34-3, 139-154.) For example social, reflective, 
active, psychologic, cognitive personality (Sallay, H.;  "The Role of the Family in Shaping Self-Concept and Cognitive Styles in 
Hungary" 2000, htpp//e-lib-rss.c2). Waugh mentions on ideal and real/abstract personality. In this study we will use his 
definitions often. (Waugh, R. "Measuring ideal and Real Self-Concept on the Same Scale, Based on a Multipaceted Hierarchical 
Model of Self-Concept" Educational and Psychological Measurement, 2001, 61-1 85-92.) Also we know past and future 
personality (Ellis-Hill, C.S.and Horn, S.; " Change in Identity and Self-Concept: A New Theoretical Approach to Recovery 
Following a Stroke" Clinical Rehabilitaion, 2000, 14-3, 279-287.) 
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citing God” (Ra’d, 28 ). Hacı Bayram Veli restates this realty in his couplet. Also he shows that in 
every process of increasing of ego disciples have to rermember God (Ilahi Taksim: 6) Interesitingly we 
see similar idea in Jung personality transformation theory. Jung says that nobody can surpass 
himself/herself without a belief of God and a strong relationsihp with Him. Without attaching to God 
a person cannot reach the ideal personality behinde the substantial one. In order to overrun its 
difficulties turn into his/her inside (Jung, 1999: 51). 

Tips to Evolve Personality 
Although Hacı Bayram Veli didn’t live lots of work behind, we undertand that he addressed 

main sufistic subjects with a short phrases and metaphors. In his Yunus Emre like syte of poems he 
gives tips to self-actualizing by transform ego to ideal spiritual personality. Actually his teachings and 
methods are not new in sufism. But his short and clear messages were choices for people of time 
because they caused deep emotional and intecelltual awareness in order to undestand unstable living 
conditions. So his saying was a starting point of personaly development. His one of the most common 
known poem starts with a self questioning couplet “If you want to know yorself, you should look for 
life in your soul” (Ilahi: 1). At the beginning couplet he gives the answer which is the reason of 
human-being creation too. In the cuplet he mentions on two lifes nested. We studied duality of 
human-being; one part of his personality formed with ego, another part is from God. The second one 
is the essential and valuable side of him but man forgets this because of the world. In this forgetfullnes 
a person develops a false personality. Because this personality is constucted only worldy and egoistic 
devices. Unfortunately worldy pleasure and egoistic inclinations don’t make a person happy forever. 
On the contrary not only sufism but also modern physchology proves that egoist people will be a 
psychopat (Duff, 1977: 189-200). As a result limited desires cause unhelty and broken personal identity 
in personality. On the contrary spiritual essence of human-being provides him a whole personality 
which has perfect meaning both in world and hereafter. Yet, if a person doesn’t pass over the egostic 
personality, he cannot be aware of his potential ideal personality. But everyone is created for 
actualizing himself by remembering God. Knowing God is the only way of happiness also. In other 
words not knowing God means not knowing and realizing individual self-actualizing. Hacı Bayram 
Veli says that during the process of actualizing personality konwlegde of God is the first step. 

Hacı Bayram Veli thinks that egoistic personality is the main obstacle in front of the ideal 
personality. He advice his disciples to kill ego in order to reach ideal personality. If they do it, they 
will learn themselves really (Ilahi: 2). He emphasisez this idea in last couplet of poem; “Only the 
founder of the ideal personality can be himself/herself.” (Ilahi: 10). From his statements it can be said 
that a person who is confine himsel/herself with egoistic personality is alien to own self. However 
every human-being has a breath from God (spirit). But he/she cannot have the knowledge of it 
because of content with ego. In fact value of human-being from the Creature. Like stated before a 
person will actualize and catch happiness only with knowledge and remembrance of God. When a 
person clear his/her heart from egoism and fiil it with God, he/she can reach his/her identity and 
personality (Ilahi Zikir: 4). 

In sufism it is accepted that the world is motherland of ego. Wordly pleasures are very 
attractive to ego. By tasting them, ego creates an artifical, greedy personality that becomes a barrier to 
ideal spiritual personality. Like all sufis Hacı Bayram Veli pays attention on this fact. He advices 
himself: “Poor Hacı Bayram! Don’t fall in love with the world!” (Ilahi Savt: 13)In the couplet he 
defines himself “poor”. Because people is weak in front of the ego enemy. Ego is stronger for living in 
its motherland. But spirit is not belong the seen world. As a result most of people are cheated by ego. 
Just like ego, the world is unstable too. Its amusements are actually tricks for human. After a short joy 
its cheats besiege and destroy human. It is not trustworthy because it sometimes makes poor man rich, 
sometimes it makes rich man poor. It makes so many feet heads else it makes heads feet (Ilahi Savt: 1-
8). Experimently people witness a lot of changing intheir lives. The world present people a vast range 
of choices. A person prefer ones and refuse the others. So preferences gives us about the chooser’s 
personality. If a person has an egoistic personality all the things he does are selfish. But, sure billions 
of people live in the world. In that case we cannot find common dominator. Hacı Bayram Veli focuses 
on multiplicity and provaciation in the egoistic and worldly life. He says that people living egoistically 
get lost in multiplicity of the world and they cannot see the unity of it (Ilahi Savt: 1-9). Unity can be 
understood with the help of ideal personaliy. People living accordinly ego waste time changing and 
tempoarary desires so that they couldn’t catch unity. When a person get unity, he/she will have a 
stable personality which is the evidence of healty life (Allpor, 1961: 12).  
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Hacı Bayram Veli warns people living egoistly; “kill ego and find your real essence.” (Ilahi: 2). 
In the following couplets he introduces how to achieve ideal personality. Firstly a person should pay 
attention on his doings, because actions are outputs of personality features. Shortly he states that a 
person’s actions are directly related to personality. In psychology and pedagogy it is accepted that 
behavior is the last process of intellectual and emotional operations. Scientific researhes proves that 
personality is related to neurobiological basis (Ceylan and Evrensel, 2015: 255-264). Hacı Bayram Veli 
restates this fact and offer disciples to check their inner and outer processes.  And he says that if a 
person learn the reason of behaviors he can elicit his personality better (Ilahi: 2-5). In his message it is 
clear that a person can construct ideal personality him/herself. Because God gave human-being the 
ability of thinking. And man should think on himself for ever aspects firstly. It is the difference of 
human-being from other creatures. Man can choose, decide, change and revise his thought and 
actions. Hacı Bayram Veli asserts this capacity and says that human-being has no need to other things 
because he has self introspection (Ilahi: 6). In sufism there is a conception “nefs-i ammare” has 
meaning of personality doing self-questioning. This is the startgin point to construct ideal personality. 
Because consciousness is first and motivator of all behaviors. In epitome this notion provides redesign 
of the behavour producting process. After a person can change the process with better one. As result 
egoistic behaviours can be transformed to ideal personality features. Hacı Bayram Veli named this 
personality revolution “from multiplicity to unity.” (Ilahi: 8). As studied before multilicity is the cause 
of sedition an unhappiness. Egoistic personality gets lost in it. On the contrary unity is the source of 
coherence and happiness in mind and actions. Because unity provides people a wholistic meaning of 
life. The unity is provided with Tevhid by Allah, Creator all things. If a person get the meaning of 
tevhid, all the system has a meaning and order in it. As a main part and having an important role in 
the system a person learn his value. By learning himself a person starts to learn the wholistic system of 
unity slowly. It is the developmental process from ego to spiritual ideal personality. Hacı Bayram’s 
idea on ideal personality is similar to Allport’s “proprium”. Proprium is a total intrsinsic unity of 
personality and it contains a individual aims and long term goals. In this unity a person has a happy 
and meaningful life (  Hjelle and  Zeigler, 1981: 216-7). 

Conclusion 
Hacı Bayram Veli draws attention on personality by criticizing himself. As a religious and 

social leader of his time his self-quesitioning is more than a personal activity. Best way of giving 
advice in teaching is self-criticism and sefl-sampling. Althoug having a matured personality ha was in 
an effort of salvation of people. Because people in Anatolia had been living in a caotic atmosphere. So 
they had had uncertainty in all part of their life. Hacı Bayram Veli remembers people what the aim of 
life. Because people couldn’t see what the is the real and unreal. He says that worldy/egoistic 
personalit is the cause of tihs uncertainity. But people cannot realizes it and they blame other people 
and institues. So there is a dispersion in personality and society. Like all sufi Hacı Bayram Veli shows 
people what is their real enemy; nefs/ego. They should transform ego to ideal personality. If they do 
it, they will solve not only their personal unity and happines but also social unity and brotherhood. 
He also tells the ways to achieve it. Firstly they should criticize themself like he does in his poems. 
Because it is the starting point of new consciousness. If they do it, they will find Allah in his deep 
inner personality. At that time they will be real they. 
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